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Average charge states of heavy atoms in dilute hydrogen
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We measured the average electronic charge^q& of heavy ions with atomic numbersZ589 through 116
traversing dilute hydrogen gas with velocities ranging from 1 to 2.6 times the Bohr velocity. We observe a
strong linear dependence of the average charge on the velocity of the ions, and only a weak dependence on
their atomic numberZ. A more detailed examination of the experimental results shows that the^q& values
reflect the influence of the 5f electron shell on the properties of these elements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies investigating the electronic charges of heavy
oms moving in a gas medium immediately followed the d
covery of nuclear fission, since the heavy atoms formed
nuclear fission are created with a high velocity and, con
quently, with a high degree of ionization. The first expe
mental work concerning this problem was reported by P
filov @1#; the first theoretical work was reported by Bohr@2#
and Lamb@3#.

Perfilov @1# determined the electronic charge of fissi
fragments by studying their deflection in a magnetic fie
Fission fragments were obtained from the fission of urani
nuclei bombarded with neutrons. In the theoretical desc
tion of the average electronic charge of fission fragme
Bohr @2# assumed that a heavy atom moving rapidly throu
a rarified gas retains all of its electrons that have orb
velocities exceeding that of the ion relative to the mediu
From this, using the Thomas-Fermi model for the struct
of the atom, he obtained the well-known dependence of
mean electronic chargêq& of a heavy atom with atomic
numberZ on its velocityv:

^q&5Z1/3v/v0 . ~1!

Here v0 is the velocity (2.193106 m/s) of the electron in
Bohr’s model of the hydrogen atom.

Independent of Bohr’s work, Lamb@3# calculated the
mean charge of fission fragments using energy consi
ations. He assumed that the fragment moving through a
efied gas with a velocityv ‘‘will be stripped down until the
ionization potential of the next stage of ionization is grea
than the kinetic energy of electrons bombarding the fragm
with a velocityv.’’

The electronic charge of an ion changes due to the
change of electrons as it collides with atoms of the traver
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matter. The observed charge-exchange mechanism differ
pending on whether the heavy ion is moving through a so
or through a dilute gas. In the first case, the mean time
terval between two collisions is much shorter than in t
second one; therefore, excited electronic states in the he
ions significantly influence the process of ionization. Sin
electrons can be lost from the excited states of the ions w
higher probability, the mean charges of heavy atoms trav
ing solids are significantly higher than in gaseous media.
use the term ‘‘mean charge’’ for the heavy ion’s nucle
charge minus the average number of electrons it has u
given conditions.

The interaction of two atoms involves two many-bod
systems, and the process of charge exchange can be co
cated further by the possibility of multiple electron transf
in single collisions. These processes are so complex tha
day there is no reliable theory for predicting the mean cha
of heavy ions moving through a dilute gas; practically all t
available information on this subject has been obtained ei
empirically or by using very rough models. In fact, the sam
holds true for the interaction of heavy ions with solid targe
~see, e.g., Refs.@4,5#!.

There is renewed interest in the process of charge
change by heavy ions traversing matter, stimulated by
development of new accelerators, heavy-ion sources,
new electromagnetic separators for the study of nuclear
actions induced by heavy ions~see, e.g., Ref.@6#!. In prac-
tice, production of the evaporation residues~EVRs! in
heavy-ion induced reactions is the only way to synthes
and study heavy atoms with atomic numbers aboveZ5100.
We can take advantage of the fact that these products re
from thin targets with well-defined velocities. Therefore, t
application of, e.g., a gas-filled separator in these invest
tions needs accurate predictions of the charge states of
heavy ions attained through charge exchange. This, in t
requires experimental information on the charge states
ions in gaseous media in order to develop reasonable mo
and a systematic organization of this information.

In the course of performing experiments for our heav
element research program, we performed extensive meas
ments of the average charge states^q& for heavy ions with
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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YU. TS. OGANESSIANet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 064309
Z589 through 116 and average velocities relative to the m
dium of a gas-filled separator of 1.0 to 2.6 times the Bo
velocity v0. Many of the recoiling nuclei had never befo
been observed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In the present work, the atoms under study were obtai
as evaporation residues of compound nuclei produced
complete-fusion nuclear reactions between beams of acc
ated heavy ions and very heavy target atoms. The proje
particles were delivered by the U400 cyclotron of the Fler
Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions in Dubna. The me
charges of the recoiling complete-fusion reaction produ
were determined using the Dubna gas-filled recoil separ
@7#, see Fig. 1. The EVRs recoiling from a thin rotating targ
(0.220.6 mg/cm2, depending on the studied reaction sy
tem! were separated in flight from beam particles, scatte
nuclei and nuclear transfer-reaction products in the sep
tor’s dipole magnet, filled with hydrogen at a pressure
about 1 Torr. The dipole is followed by two quadrupo
lenses for focusing the EVRs on the focal plane of the se
rator. The curvature radius of the separator isr51.8 m, and
the maximum magnetic rigidity of investigated atoms isBr
53 T m.

A rotating entrance window made of 1.5-mm Ti foils
separates the gas-filled volume of the separator from
vacuum of the accelerator beam line. The hydrogen gas
ters the separator volume between the last quadrupole
and detection system and is pumped away at the target p
tion, providing additional cooling of the target. A permane
gas flow~about 10 cm3/min of hydrogen! through the system
prevents the build-up of gaseous impurities that can af
the mean charge value of the heavy atoms. The separato
normally operated under hydrogen gas at a pressure of a
1 Torr.

A 1.5-mm Mylar exit window separates the detectio
module from the gas medium of the separator. The separ
EVRs passed through a time-of-flight measurement sys
consisting of two multiwire proportional chambers placed
pentane at a pressure of about 1.5 Torr and were finally
planted in the detector installed in the focal plane of
separator. The focal-plane detector consisted of twelve
con 40-mm-high310-mm-wide strips with position sensitiv
ity in the vertical direction. We obtained horizontal~x! posi-
tions by recording the strip number for the reaction produ

FIG. 1. Layout of the Dubna gas-filled recoil separator~the di-
pole magnetD, followed by the quadrupole doubletQ1 andQ2).
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and vertical position signals~y! from the 4-cm-high resistive
layers of the detectors. The detection system of the sepa
is described in more detail in Ref.@7#.

After emerging from the target layer, the heavy atom
retain a relatively low number of electrons and thus hav
correspondingly large electronic charge. Furthermore,
distribution of the ionic charge states is quite broad. Due
charge exchange in consecutive collisions with the gas
oms, the distribution of the electronic charges rapidly b
comes narrower and the mean charge decreases to the
librium value ^q&.

In sequential collisions with the atoms of the medium t
heavy atoms slow down and deviate from their primary
rection. They move between the poles of a dipole mag
filled by dilute gas with gradually decreasing velocity alo
some average trajectory characterized by the mean curva
radius of the separator. Ions with mass numberA, mean elec-
tronic chargê q&, and velocityv, will be deflected in a mag-
netic field of flux densityB following a trajectory with cur-
vature radiusr. The magnetic rigidity is related to the ioni
charge as follows:

~Br!050.0227A~v/v0!/^q&@T m#. ~2!

The mass numberA was determined unequivocally in ou
experiments by establishing genetic links between positi
and time-correlated signals from the implantation and sub
quenta decay or spontaneous fission of mother nuclei a
the decays of the known daughter nuclei. The velocity of
EVRs in the middle of the dipole magnet was calculat
using reaction kinematics and energy losses from ra
tables for projectiles@8# and heavy nuclei@9#.

The separated EVRs delivered to the separator’s fo
plane have a Gaussian-like distribution in the horizontal
rection. Their actual magnetic rigidity can differ from th
rigidity of the separator setting in a particular experime
Experimental horizontal distributions of252No produced in
the complete fusion reaction206Pb(48Ca,2n) at two magnetic
rigidities of the separator are shown in Fig. 2. The maxima
both distributions are shifted from the center of the detec
array. In such cases the magnetic rigidity of the detec
EVR can be estimated by correcting the rigidity of the se
rator (Br)0 using the following expression:

~Br! ion5~Br!0~11x/100D !, ~3!

where (Br)0 is the value of magnetic rigidity of the separ
tor set for the given experiment,D is the dispersion, i.e., the
shift of the maximum of the horizontal focal-plane distrib
tion of EVRs per unit of (Br) value. In our experimentsD
was determined to be about 7.5 mm per one percent cha
in (Br). The shiftx of the horizontal focal-plane distribution
of ions relative to the middle of the detector array was c
culated by fitting the experimental distribution with a Gaus
ian curve.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average charge states of the EVRs withZ589
through 116 were measured in the experiments aimed a
9-2
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AVERAGE CHARGE STATES OF HEAVY ATOMS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064309
synthesis of isotopes of heavy and superheavy elem
@10,11# and in the reactions used for calibration of the det
tion system and the separator. Heavy EVRs were produce
the complete fusion reactions of projectiles18O, 22Ne,
26Mg, 34S, 40Ar, and 48Ca with targets fromnatYb to 238U,
242,244Pu, and248Cm.

Figure 3 shows the systematics of the measured equ
rium charge states of heavy atoms traversing dilute hydro
vs the parameterv/v0, wherev is the velocity of the ions
~assumed from the calculated recoil velocity of the EVR! and
v0 is the Bohr velocity. The uncertainties in the charge v
ues are determined by uncertainties in measuring the pro
tile energies~1%!, target thicknesses~5%!, hydrogen pres-
sure~4%!, curvature radius and magnetic flux density~1.2%
of the Br value!, dispersion~15%!, and in establishing the
maxima of position distributions of the detected EVRs. T
latter depends on statistics and dominates in the case of a
produced atoms. Energy losses of EVR’s in the target w
considered to correspond to half of the layer thickness.
uncertainty in the velocity of atoms at the exit of the targ
was determined by the uncertainties in the target thickn
and in knowledge of the actual position of the center of d
tribution of nuclei produced inside the target layer. In t
case of poor statistics, the latter was set as 68% of the ha
target thickness. In this case, the maximum of the posi
distribution of the EVRs on the detectors was calculated
ing a constant width of the distribution~standard deviation
s53 cm) that corresponded to the mean value observe
reactions with similar kinematics, and results of calculatio
using theANAMARI code@12#. This code was developed fo
the simulation of the EVR trajectories in the separator,
corresponding spatial distributions, and the resulting coll
tion efficiencies. The code takes into account reaction ki
matics, energy losses and multiple scattering in the target
separator media, equilibrium charge states of the EVRs

FIG. 2. Two experimental focal-plane horizontal distributions
252No corresponding to different magnetic rigiditiesBr of the sepa-
rator. Solid lines show the results of Gaussian-curve fitting of th
distributions. The shifts of both distribution maxima from the cen
of the focal-plane detector are shown by arrows.
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the magnetic optical system of the separator.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, in the first approximation, t

collected experimental data are fit well to a simple line
dependence

^q&53.26v/v021.39. ~4!

This formula is in qualitative agreement with Bohr’s mod
@2#, which reflects the general dependence of charge stat
an atom’s velocity and a weak dependence on its ato
number, being proportional toZ1/3 at constant velocity. In
our case, however, the influence of the atomic number is
minor importance because theZ range studied corresponde
to only 64.4% of the meanZ1/3 value. The formula allows
one to estimate the average charge states of heavy atom
hydrogen at a pressure of about 1 Torr with a precision
about 4%~mean value for all 73 measurements presented
Fig. 3!, comparable to the accuracy of the measurements

The new empirical formula can be compared with oth
systematics. Note that for the experiments aimed at the s
thesis and study of very heavy nuclei with gas-filled sepa
tors, the accuracy of the charge state estimate is extrem
important and should not be worse than 10%. For instan
in our experiments on the synthesis of superheavy nu
@10,11# with a production rate of about one atom per mon
a charge uncertainty of 8% would reduce the collection e
ciency of atoms on the focal-plane detectors by only a fac

f

e
r

FIG. 3. Systematics of the measured equilibrium charge state
heavy atoms in dilute hydrogen and their dependence onv/v0,
wherev is the velocity of the ion andv0 is the Bohr velocity. The
line shows a linear fit to the experimental data, see formula~4!. The
upper part of the systematics is given in the inset. Here the cha
of No in hydrogen at the pressures of 0.5 and 1.5 Torr are show
open circles.
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of 2. The most recent empirical systematics for the sa
medium but for lighter atoms, Sm to Fm, was given in R
@13#:

^q&52.631027vZ1/320.28

or

^q&54.431027vZ1/323.92, ~5!

for the parametervZ1/3 less than or greater than
31027 m/s, respectively.

Nevertheless, the experimental average charge value
atoms of No and heavier, with velocityv/v0.1.5, are about
9% lower than predicted by the systematics@13#. These es-
timates are in even greater disagreement with our dat
lower velocities, systematically exceeding the measured
ues by 27% on average.

Table I presents experimental values of the aver
charges statesqexp of the heavier atoms~No through element
116! traversing dilute hydrogen with the indicated velocitie
Reactions used to produce the atoms under consideratio
given in the second column. The last two columns give
charge values calculated in model approaches by Bohr@for-
mula ~1!# and Lamb, respectively. In the latter case we to
the calculated ionization potentials of No, Rf, and Sg fro
Refs. @14–16#, respectively. For the atoms of Hs throug
element 116 we started from the known ionization potent
of their chemical analogs, i.e., Fe, Ni, Pb, and Te@17#, and
employed a simple linear interpolation to estimate cha
values, similar to formula~6! of Ref. @18#. However, in con-
trast to Ref.@18#, kinetic energies of the electrons were ca
culated in Lamb’s approach@Ref. @3#, point ~c!#, which gives
a kinetic energy value four times less than that given in R
@18# @formula ~5!#.

Comparison of the experimental and calculated aver
charge values shows that both theoretical approaches
provide only a qualitative description for the heavier atom
as was already shown for lighter atoms. Calculations w
Bohr’s formula result in values twice as high as those fr
the experiment. Lamb’s approach shows better agreem
For instance, calculated and measured charges for R~at
v/v051.04) and Sg agree within experimental uncertaint

TABLE I. Experimental parameters for irradiations produci
heavy recoil products.

Nuclide Reaction v/v0 qexp qBohr qLamb

254,255No 238U(22Ne,526n) 1.14 2.1960.13 5.3 2.4
252No 206Pb(48Ca,2n) 1.89a 4.4860.23 8.8 3.9
252No 206Pb(48Ca,2n) 2.55 6.9060.18 11.9 5.8
261Rf 244Pu(22Ne,5n) 1.04 1.9060.10 4.9 2.0
258,259Rf 238U(26Mg,526n) 1.34 2.6360.10 6.3 3.1
265,266Sg 248Cm(22Ne,425n) 1.04 1.9720.31

10.21 4.9 1.7
267Hs 238U(34S,5n) 1.69 3.8020.29

10.27 8.0 3.2
273110 244Pu(34S,5n) 1.66 3.9420.33

10.32 8.0 3.1
288,289114 244Pu(48Ca,324n) 2.18 5.5660.33 10.6 4.8
292116 248Cm(48Ca,4n) 2.17 5.7920.24

10.50 10.6 5.4

aAdditional degrader was placed behind the target to reduce EV
energy.
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Experimental values for No~at v/v051.14) and Rf ~at
v/v051.34) are lower than the calculated ones by 10 a
18 %, respectively, while other charge measurements for
oms of No through element 116 withv/v0.1.6 exceed the
calculated values by 7–21%.

Note that in making theoretical estimates we used ca
lated ionization potentials or those of chemical analo
However, one can hardly expect considerable improvem
of these estimates, even when using more ‘‘correct’’ valu
A drawback of both theoretical models is that they do n
take into account the properties of the medium, although
evident from the experiment that average charge states
for different gases and show dependence on the gas pre
as well.

Most of the data were obtained at the hydrogen press
of 1 Torr. We also carried out a few experiments at 0.5 a
1.5 Torr with 252No produced in the206Pb(48Ca,2n) reaction
~see the inset in Fig. 3!. Solid circles show data for No take
at 1 Torr, the results obtained at other pressures are show
open circles. These data points deviate from the set meas
at 1 Torr; however, they still lie within experimental unce
tainties. Increasing the gas pressure by 50% results in
increase of the charge by about 2%, and reducing the p
sure by a factor of 2 leads to about a 5% decrease of
charge. This observation can be apparently explained by
so-called ‘‘density effect.’’ Evidently, excited states in
heavy ion can significantly influence the probabilities f
electron capture and loss, since electrons are stripped m
easily from an excited level than from the ground sta
Higher gas pressure means a shorter average time bet
consecutive ion collisions with atoms of matter. This resu
in a higher collision probability of a still excited heavy io
with the next gas atom and thus in its higher average cha
state. The experimental and theoretical aspects of the de
effect were reviewed by Betz in Ref.@4#.

The measured average charge values show approxim
a linear dependence on the velocity of the ions~see Fig. 3!,
in agreement with Bohr’s formula. According to this mode
the average charge state of the atom depends weakly o
atomic number, being proportional toZ1/3 at constant veloc-
ity. Lamb’s theory gives a different dependence of cha
states onZ: ionization potentials should vary as the electro
populate atomic levels and reach maximum values for
closed shells. Accordingly, one could expect oscillations
average charge states of atoms with differentZ traversing a
gas at a constant velocity. The ions that have to lose elect
from the closed shells should show lower average cha
states, compared with the higher-Z neighbors. Such a devia
tion from the monotonic trend in charge states was first
served for the atoms of rare-earth elements moving thro
helium and air@19#, and was later studied experimental
@18#. A maximum in the dependence ofBr/A on Z in the
vicinity of Hf ( Z572) with respect to the smooth curve pr
portional toZ21/3, and the respective minimum of the valu
q/v, was observed in Ref.@18#. This observation was ex
plained by the gradual filling of the 4f electron shell~and the
increase of the binding energy of the next electron to
removed! and further population of the 5d shell. A similar
effect could be expected@18# to occur near Rf (Z5104),

s’
9-4
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AVERAGE CHARGE STATES OF HEAVY ATOMS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064309
based on the analogy of the 4f -5d and 5f -6d shells in lan-
thanides and actinides, respectively. The same effec
atomic shell structure on the average charges was studie
Ref. @20# for light atoms withZ<18.

Figure 4 shows average charge states measured in
present work~scaled by the value ofv/v0) vs the number of
residual electrons in an ion. A considerable disagreem
with the general trend̂q&/(v/v0)}Z1/3 is observed as we
approach Rf. The gradual population of the 5f shell and the
subsequent population of the 6d shell can explain this effect
Our observation agrees with isoelectronic sequences kn
from atomic physics.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using the Dubna gas-filled recoil separator we measu
the mean charge states of heavy atoms withZ589 through
116, traversing hydrogen at 1 Torr in the velocity range o
to 2.6v/v0. In the first approximation, the average charg
follow an empirical linear dependence on the velocity,
agreement with Bohr’s theory.

The pressure of the gas medium influences the ionizat
recombination process resulting in an increase in the ave
charge states at higher gas pressure. Such a variation c
be explained by the so-called ‘‘density effect’’: an increase
the gas pressure results in a shorter mean free path fo
ion, a higher collision probability for an excited ion with ga

FIG. 4. Measured average charge states~scaled by the value of
v/v0) vs the number of remaining electrons in the atoms. The l
proportional toZ1/3 is drawn to guide the eye.
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atoms, and a correspondingly higher average charge o
ion, as the probability of losing an electron from an excit
state is larger than from the ground state.

A more detailed examination of the charge states of i
with different atomic numbers at similar velocities revea
deviations from the general monotonic trend@^q&/(v/v0)
}Z1/3#. A considerable effect is observed in our experime
when the number of residual electrons in the ions approac
104. The gradual population of the 5f shell and the corre-
sponding increase in the ionization energy of the next e
tron to be removed, and the subsequent population of thed
shell can explain the effect. Our observations agree with
electronic sequences known from atomic physics.

The interaction between a heavy ion and atoms of a
dium is so complex that model calculations reproduce o
the gross trends in the charge state variations. The exis
theories still need to be refined for more quantitative a
accurate predictions of average charges. So far, only s
empirical formulas and systematics can be used in prac
for calculating average charges.

From the viewpoint of an experimental application, t
set of measured data permits the construction of a relia
empirical systematics for the mean charge states of he
atoms traversing hydrogen. The charge states estimated
these systematics have proved to be accurate enough f
to choose properly the magnetic parameters of the Du
gas-filled recoil separator. The numerous experiments
formed employing this setup resulted in the production of
heaviest new nuclides withZ5106 through 110 and the in
vestigation of their decay properties, and recently in the s
thesis of the new superheavy elements withZ5114 and 116.
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